SUJOK THERAPY FOR THE TREATMENT OF FATIGUE AND WEAKNESS AMONG ONCOLOGIC PATIENTS

ABSTRACT. Cancer is a major public health problem worldwide and is the second leading cause of death globally. It is generally accepted that an integrated approach to the treatment of cancer, including pain relief and palliative care, can reduce mortality and improve outcomes and quality of life of cancer patients. The present study focuses on Sujok therapy, its potential in minimizing oncologic treatment-induced side effects and improving quality of life in patients. In summary, the present study illustrates the promising effects of Sujok therapy in supporting existing oncologic treatments for palliative care. Although there are some expected natural variances in patient responses to Sujok therapy stimulation, in addition to issues of compliance in conducting self-treatment at home, overall, it seems that Sujok can be a useful therapeutic tool for supporting the oncologic patients.
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Introduction

The cancer burden continues to grow globally, exerting tremendous physical, emotional and financial strain on individuals, families, communities and health systems.\textsuperscript{1,2,3} Many health systems in low- and middle-income countries are least prepared to manage this burden, and large numbers of cancer
patients globally do not have access to timely quality diagnosis and treatment. In countries where health systems are strong, survival rates of many types of cancers are improving thanks to accessible early detection, quality treatment and palliative care.

Palliative care is a treatment to relieve, rather than cure, symptoms caused by cancer and improve the quality of life of patients and their families. Palliative care can help people live more comfortably. It is an urgent humanitarian need for people worldwide with cancer and other chronic fatal diseases and particularly needed in places with a high proportion of patients in advanced stages of cancer where there is little chance of cure.

Relief from physical, psychosocial, and spiritual problems can be achieved in over 90% of advanced cancer patients through palliative care⁴.

**Sujok Therapy** (Su-Jok) is a form of complementary medicine originated in South Korea in 1987 by the scientist and scholar Prof. Park Jae Woo⁵-⁸

In Sujok therapy, the practitioner stimulates points that are located on the hand and foot in order activate auto-regulatory mechanisms and restore the body to a healthy state.⁹
The stimulation of the curative points can be performed by non-penetrative approaches such as massage, color therapy, moxibustion, plant seeds\textsuperscript{10}, magnets, soft laser, aromatic oils, gem stones as well as needles and other devices.

Clinical studies and case reports regarding the efficiency and efficacy of Sujok therapy were previously published for the treatment of various conditions from chronic pain\textsuperscript{11-13,14,13}, pain due to disc herniation\textsuperscript{15-16} and migraines\textsuperscript{17-19}, to complexed conditions such as asthma\textsuperscript{20-21}, and even rehabilitation from stroke\textsuperscript{22} and comatose conditions\textsuperscript{23,24}.

Sujok therapy is easy to administer, cost efficient and was originally developed as a system for the use of individuals for self-treatment.\textsuperscript{25,9}

We decided to investigate the possible use of Sujok therapy to support oncologic patients as a complementary method of palliative care. This study was focused on quality-of-life–related outcomes and reducing the symptoms of fatigue and weakness that are common side effects of the oncological treatment.\textsuperscript{26}
Materials and Methods

Study Design

The study was designed as a descriptive survey, with the goal of evaluating the possible effect of Sujok therapy on side effects of oncologic treatments. The study was conducted at the Israeli Chapter of the International Sujok Association (ISA-Israel), between 2015 and 2019.

Inclusion Criteria

The study questionnaires were given to oncologic patients that approached ISA-Israel for Sujok treatments in order to treat symptoms caused by the oncologic treatments.

The patient group included 258 cancer patients in various stages of the disease aged between 32 and 78.

Questionnaires were filled up by the patients before the first treatment and after 12 Sujok treatments.

Sujok treatments included a procedure once or twice a week as well as instructions for self-treatment by stimulation of correspondence points at home.
Questionnaire Design

For the design of the study tool a PubMed-Medline search was conducted, using the keywords: “Cancer treatment side effects”, “Oncologic treatment side effects”, “Cancer patients quality of life”.

A specific questionnaire was designed based on long term and latent side effects of the oncologic treatments. Long-term effects are side effects that arise during the treatment and may persist over time, whereas latent effects may not appear until many years after treatment completion.26

In order to evaluate the patients’ well-being, factors from the WHO Disability Assessment Schedule 2.027 were included in the questionnaire.

Statistical Analysis

The findings from the data were compiled in a Microsoft Excel table (Windows 2010) and presented as mean of the scoring values. The qualitative analysis of patients’ narratives, appearing as 2 open-ended questions and comments in the “others” option of the multiple-choice questions, were analyzed using a content analysis method.28
Ethics

All respondents in this study participated on a purely voluntary basis and provided informed consent following oral as well as written explanation of the research methodology and goals.

All patients were required to pay for the treatments themselves.

The research design and study were conducted according to the ICH-GCP and the IEC rules and regulations.

Results

Complaints of common side effects following oncologic treatments

During 2015-2019, 258 oncologic patients who visited the ISA Israel clinic agreed to participate voluntarily in our survey. Gender, age, type and duration of disease were collected as well as the medical procedure and the complaints of oncologic treatment side effects.

As shown in figure 1, the most common side effects which were reported were fatigue (80% of the patients) as well as depression (80% of the patients) and weakness (63% of the patients), sleep disorders (60% of the patients) and
general pain (45% of the patients). Percentage of patients who reported on the various symptoms are presented in Figure 1.
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**Figure 1: Common complaints of oncologic patients regarding side effects of the medical treatment**

258 patients participated in this study. All patients were interviewed in the beginning of the course of Sujok treatments and asked to report the side effects that they suffered from. The numbers of the patients reporting different side effects such as depression, weakness, diarrhoea and pain among others are shown in the table.
Effect of Sujok therapy on Fatigue

Fatigue is the most common symptom experienced by oncologic patients, with prevalence rates ranging from 15-30% to 70-99%.\textsuperscript{29,30} Cancer-related fatigue may remain for years after treatment. Mechanisms for persistent fatigue among cancer survivors are not yet fully understood; several pathways, including chronic inflammation, autonomic imbalance, hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal-axis dysfunction, and mitochondrial damage, may cause disruption of normal neuronal function and result in fatigue.\textsuperscript{31} Physical activity has been shown to improve fatigue symptoms.\textsuperscript{32} In order to evaluate the effect of Sujok therapy among oncologic patients, the feedback of 206 patients was collected before and after Sujok treatments. General improvement of fatigue was evaluated in the scale of 0-10 where 10 is the highest level of fatigue that stands for exhaustion and inability to perform daily tasks and 0 is no fatigue at all.

As shown in figure 2, a considerable decrease in the level of fatigue was reported following Sujok treatment. The mean level of fatigue before treatment was 7.59±2.18, which was reduced to 3.11±1.4 after 12 Sujok treatments.
The feedback of 206 patients was collected before and after Sujok treatments. General improvement of fatigue was evaluated in the scale of 0-10 where 10 is the highest level of fatigue that stands for exhaustion and inability to perform daily tasks and 0 is no fatigue at all. Data presented is the mean of fatigue levels before Sujok treatments (7.59±2.18) compared to the mean levels of fatigue reported by the patients after 12 Sujok treatments (3.11±1.4).

**Effect of Sujok therapy on the level of weakness**

Cancer cachexia is a complex metabolic condition characterized by skeletal muscle wasting (with or without fat loss), anemia, reduced caloric intake, and altered immune function, which contributes to increased disability, fatigue, diminished quality of life (QoL), and reduced survival.33
In order to evaluate the effect of Sujok therapy on general reports of weakness, Feedback from 162 patients was collected before and after 12 Sujok treatments.

As shown in figure 3, a considerable decrease in the level of fatigue among cancer patients was reported following 12 Sujok treatments.

**Figure 3: Effect of Sujok therapy on the levels of general weakness among oncologic patients.**

The feedback of 162 patients was collected before and after Sujok treatments. General improvement of weakness was evaluated in the scale of 0-10 when 10 is the highest level of weakness that stands for exhaustion and inability to perform daily tasks and 0 is normal strength and ability to perform daily tasks. The data represent the mean of weakness levels before Sujok treatments (7.55±1.31) compared to the mean levels of weakness reported by the patients after 12 Sujok treatments (2.9±1.81).
General satisfaction for the Sujok treatments

Due to the scope of this article, that focuses on the possibility to use Sujok therapy as palliative care for oncologic patients and due to heterogeneity of our study group, one of the most important qualitative question concerns the patients’ satisfaction on the basis of the results achieved by the Sujok treatment. Generally, patients approached our clinic voluntarily in order to relieve the severity of their symptoms. As shown in Figure 4, most of the patients were satisfied with the outcome of the Sujok treatments suggesting that Sujok can be a beneficial form to treat the fatigue and weakness induced by the oncologic treatments.

258 cancer patients were interviewed as to their general satisfaction of the outcome of the Sujok treatments. On a scale of 1-10, as shown, most patients were satisfied from the treatment outcomes (reported more than 75% improvement) while only 10% reported less than 50% improvement.
Will the patient recommend other oncologic patients to try Sujok treatment?

Sujok therapy as a complementary form of medicine is practiced by private therapists and doctors and not as a part of the conventional health system. Finally, we asked the patients if they would recommend friends and fellow patients to try Sujok therapy and would they like to receive Sujok treatments as part of the health services offered by the local health system. As shown in figures 4 and 5, more than 95% of patients will recommend to try support by the Sujok therapy method and would like to receive Sujok treatments within the public health care system.

Figure 5: Percent of patients that will recommend other oncologic patients to try Sujok therapy.

258 patient responses were collected through the survey. 97% chose the option to recommend others while only 3% stated that they will not recommend others.
Responses from 258 patients were noted. 96% noted that they would like to receive Sujok treatments within the public health care system while 4% noted that they have no such request.

**Discussion**

While medical treatment has improved cancer outcome in the majority of the patients with early-stage disease, the recovery comes at the cost of side effects. These side effects are the unavoidable hazard of anti-cancer chemotherapy and include both immediate and late effects such as nausea and vomiting, constipation, fatigue, depression, infections, hair loss and sexual dysfunction and infertility.

The majority of the cancer survivors experience long-term effects of chemotherapy including those appearing many years after treatment completion.
These side effects are distressing and debilitating for the patients. We investigated long-term efficacy of a complementary therapy (Sujok) for the alleviation of treatment-associated side effects of several types of cancer.

The past two decades have seen an integration of complementary/integrative medicine (CIM) into conventional supportive and palliative care in many leading oncology centres. In 2003, the Society for Integrative Oncology (SIO) was established in the United States with the goal of advancing integrative medicine through evidence-based CIM treatments. At its inauguration, a panel of international healthcare experts assessed the most up-to-date scientific evidence that could consolidate CIM with supportive cancer care. Ever since, the SIO has successfully been providing guidelines for the implementation of CIM in oncology setting.16

The present survey focused on Sujok therapy, its potential in minimizing cancer treatment-induced side effects and improving quality of life in patients.

According to WHA70.12, cancer prevention and control in the context of an integrated approach, including pain relief and palliative care, can reduce mortality and improve outcomes and quality of life of cancer patients.
Effective public health strategies comprising of community- and home-based care, are essential for providing pain relief and palliative care for patients and their families in low-resource settings.

In this context, Sujok therapy – originally developed as a system for self-treatment – can be suggested as a complementary therapy that is easy to administer and cost-efficient.

In summary, the present study illustrates the relevancy of Sujok therapy as a palliative care adjunct to oncologic treatments. There is a natural variance in the response of patients to the Sujok stimulation as well as the compliance for self-treatment at home. Overall, it seems that Sujok therapy can be a useful supportive tool to support cancer patients physically and mentally. It increases patient tolerance to the chemotherapy and radiation side effects of weakness and fatigue and motivates patients to continue with medical procedures.

One of the unique advantages of the integration of Sujok therapy with the conventional treatment is that there is always “what to do” in terms of stimulation of curative points, tissue regeneration and energy flow. Hence, patients are never left alone without any strategy or escort to the healing process. Data collected from this study demonstrates that Sujok therapy improve
patients’ wellbeing within a patient-centred context of supportive and palliative care. It would therefore be extremely constructive to make a collaborative effort to merge it with the conventional medical system. The goal of this project is to promote a research-oriented environment that works in unison to improve quality-of-life outcomes in cancer patients.

Our study has a number of limitations which warrant in-depth evaluation in future. For example, massive diversity existed in patient demographics and treatment offered. We suggest expanding research in a more cohesive group of patients sharing the same course of treatment and clinical stage of the disease. This will not only allow studying effectiveness of Sujok therapy in detail, it will also accurately answer the puzzling questions that cloud complimentary medicine.

In summary, the present study illustrates the promising effects of Sujok therapy in supporting existing oncologic treatments for palliative care. Although there are some expected natural variances in patient responses to Sujok therapy stimulation, in addition to issues of compliance in conducting self-treatment at home, overall, it seems that Sujok can be a useful therapeutic tool for supporting the oncologic patients.
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